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BRITISH JUNIOR OPEN 

Eligibility and Selection Criteria 
(Approved August, 2023) 

 
EVENT: 
 
The 2024 British Junior Open will be hosted in Birmingham, England January 3rd – 7th, 2024. 
 
According to the British Junior Open tournament guidelines, Squash Canada has the right to nominate a maximum of 
5 male and 5 female athletes per age category for participation to the British Junior Open. Squash Canada will use the 
following criteria to select which 5 athletes it will endorse for each category: 
 

a) Squash Canada will nominate the top 5 Club Locker ranked athletes per age category that register for the 
event by the entry deadline, who are ranked in the Top 20 in each age category of the Canadian Junior 
Rankings (by the internal registration due date).   
 

b) If an athlete is not one of the Top 5 Club Locker ranked athletes who register for the event in their age 
category, the athlete may request to be entered in the age category above theirs if 5 athletes ranked ahead 
of them in the Canadian Junior Rankings are not already entered.  

 
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: 
 
To be eligible for endorsement for the British Junior Open an athlete must: 
 

1. Meet the respective age eligibility requirements. 
2. Be a Citizen of Canada, or a Permanent Resident of Canada, or be a resident of Canada for at least three (3) 

years continuously immediately preceding the Championships (provided that residents who are in Canada as 
students or who are temporary workers are not eligible).  Notwithstanding the foregoing, a junior who is a 
student but who is residing in Canada with a parent who is a Permanent Resident of Canada or who has been 
a resident of Canada for at least three (3) years, will not be so disqualified. 

3. Be a registered member in good standing of a Provincial/Territorial Squash Association. 
4. Pay any required fees 

 
 
SELECTION CRITERIA: 
 
In order for an eligible player to be considered for selection to the British Junior Open, they must be duly registered 
for the event online by October 15th, 2023. 
 
In the case where: 
 

1. Five or fewer eligible players have registered for a particular division, Squash Canada will endorse each of the 
entries. 
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2. More than five eligible players have registered for a particular division, Squash Canada will use the following 
criteria to select which eight athletes it will endorse: 

 
c) The Top 3 eligible and registered athletes per division will be automatically endorsed based on Club 

Locker Squash Canada ratings as of July 10th, 2023 
d) The next 2 eligible and registered athletes as of October 15th, 2023 will be discretionary picks by the 

Junior Athlete Pathway Committee. Considerations will include NJC results, Club Locker Rating, age, head 
to heads, and any other possible factors. 

e) All Club Locker rating ties will be broken by most recent head to head results between April 1st, 2023 – 
October 15th, 2023 and if no such head to heads exist the athlete with the higher Club Locker rating in the 
previous period (s) will be considered the higher rated player.  

f) If a player is not one of the five athletes endorsed in their age category, and the next oldest age division 
does not have five eligible players duly registered, the next highest ranked player(s) may request to be 
entered in the age division above theirs. 

 
Squash Canada will confirm which players have been endorsed by Squash Canada by October 28th, 2023. 
	
REQUIREMENTS TO REMAIN ENDORSED AND FOR REMOVAL:	
 
To remain eligible, all players endorsed by Squash Canada to compete in the British Junior Open, must adhere to each 
of the following: 
 

a) Maintain status as a member in good standing with their provincial/territorial squash association. 
b) Advise Squash Canada of any injury, illness or other reason which has curtailed the athlete’s training for more 

than 14 days.  Squash Canada retains the right to request documentation to detail an injury or illness, and a 
medical practitioner’s recommended timeline for return to training and competition, and/or to conduct further 
investigation. 

c) Sign a Squash Canada International Travel Waiver as a condition of endorsement. 
d) Satisfy Squash Canada safety requirements as published in its COVID-19 Vaccination Policy regarding 

international competitions.  This will require, among other steps, proof of vaccination for those aged 12 or 
older. 

e) Satisfy COVID-19 safety requirements and measures as may be established by England Squash for participation 
in the British Junior Open.   

f) Sign a Squash Canada - Athlete Agreement, if so requested. 
g) Demonstrate commitment to the event by maintaining training, fitness levels and ensuring that competitive 

performance is maintained at a high standard appropriate for competition at the event.  
h) At all times, agree to acquaint themselves with, and strictly abide by the Squash Canada Code of Conduct, 

Discipline and Complaints Policy, Appeal Policy and all other policies, rules, and regulations of the organization. 
In addition, all athletes who have received an endorsement by Squash Canada are required to adhere and 
consent to the UCCMS (Universal Code of Conduct to Prevent and Address Maltreatment in Sport). 
 

Failure to satisfy any of the above noted criteria may result in Squash Canada’s withdrawal of endorsement for entry 
to the event at the sole discretion of the Manager of Athlete Development. 
 
 
WITHDRAWAL: 
 
Any player who has received Squash Canada endorsement for entry to the British Junior Open who becomes injured, 
ill or for whatever reason wishes to withdraw from the event, shall be required to notify Squash Canada at the earliest 
opportunity.  
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If such withdrawal opens a spot in an age division, the above selection criteria will be applied in sequence for the 
replacement player, who may be given a reasonable timeline by which to accept or reject the opportunity for Squash 
Canada endorsement for entry to the event. 


